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Sustainable practices have very promising and profitable business prospects. But in the absence of
proper information and awareness the business potential of sustainable practices remain vastly
untapped.  The sustainability workshop being organized by NREP is a step to positively fill this
much needed information  gap. The workshop  informs and educates on establishing a business
case of sustainability.

The trained and knowledgeable staff of NREP along with experts from the government, industry and
legal minds will conduct the program. The most relevant information and latest developments
concerning the business of sustainable  practices will be made available in the workshop.

Executives, Managers and Professionals can take part in this workshop. The classroom is for 35
individuals. The first 35 signed-up candidates will be accepted for the workshop.

The fee for the workshop is $895.00. The amount of $895  includes the application fee, the cost of
the Expanded Syllabus and the refreshments to be provided in the morning and afternoon.

The workshop itself is being conducted on the basis of extensive and exhaustive research with the
environmental sustainability experts.  Professionals from NREP have examined and recorded all the
important business information that leaders need to establish sustainable business.

The Sustainability workshop shall equip and certify the participants to professionally use sustainable
practices  and put the NREP Environmental sustainability certification to the  maximum use.
Credentialed participants will get equipped to formulate a business case for sustainability and learn
of sustainable practices at the Federal Level. Through the workshop, the latest advances in the
sustainable policy at the State and Local level which can help business can be explored and put to
maximum use. The participants can also learn the many profit-driven  practices of many businesses,
both large and small, that have made sustainability work for them in manufacturing, financial
management, industrial, supply chain maintenance, transportation, energy, healthcare, the service
industry, and more.

Successful participants  will be credentialed as a Certified Sustainable Initiatives Professional,and
will get an opportunity to take part in an on-going institute to share their knowledge and experience
with other industries, organizations and professionals and in the process, also enrich their own
knowledge base.

The prospects environmental sustainability are in-fact so bright that it could be the next big
revolutionary idea in business. Professionals who understand and implement the potential of
sustainability will not only greatly benefit from it but also be leaders in the field.
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To know more about a environmental sustainability certification please visit a www.nrep.org
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